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Abstract—Paper has been used to create compressible, low cost, nents of the robot. Origami, the art of folding paper into
search-and-rescue robots for use in disaster situations. Paper shapes and figures, has widely been used for design purposes.
robots, due to their low weight and compressibility, are easily Originating in Japan, origami served as a cultural component,
transported and stored in large numbers, allowing for efficient
responses in dire circumstances. The inexpensive aspect of the often used for decorations and even ceremonies [2]. These
robot allows it to be replaceable in the event that it sustains uses of origami often overlook the durability and strength that
substantial damage or destruction. In addition to paper, materials origami structures offer for other uses. In many instances,
such as MoldStar rubber were used to increase the robots ability origami folds allow for extreme versatility as structures can
to traverse the environment. The robot also includes an Arduino become both rigid and flexible. By combining technology
micro-controller for motion control and wall sensing. The sensors,
which are attached to the front and rear of the robot, allow it to and origami, a paperbot can be designed that would be able
navigate through rough terrain and unpredictable obstacles. The to become fully collapsible in a matter of seconds, while
robot performed well under test conditions, meeting expectations retaining robot properties and functions. The low cost and
to detect obstacles. The tested results indicate that the paperbots extremely diverse nature of paper also allows for the robot to
can be used effectively in search-and-rescue operations.
possess different properties. Furthermore, origami folds can be
applied to thinner paper with greater precision, however the
I. I NTRODUCTION
final structure will be more fragile. On the contrary, thicker
In the world today, robots are omnipresent: they exist in
paper allows for more sturdiness, but decreases the accuracy of
industrial factories, offices, schools, and even households.
folds. Keeping these aspects in mind, origami can be applied
Recently, there have been extensive efforts to minimize the
to suit various different functions, performing efficiently in
size and cost of such technology, in hopes of increasing
almost any field.
the efficiency and applicability of such products in the field.
One application of paper robots would be in search-andScientists are now attempting to use commonplace materials
rescue. Paper based electronics can be used to improve the
to create feasible alternatives that can function as a robot. A
response time in times of natural disasters or other types
subsection of these efforts has been focused on introducing
of collateral damage. The vision is to have large quantities
paper as a viable material to create functional sensors. One
of these paper robots sent out to locate civilians, or even
field of research which has developed over the last few years
to have civilians send out these robots to locate help in
is paperbots, an area of study involving the utilization of paper
a case of disaster. Such products can be mass produced
in small robot functions. The goal is to make robots from paper
cheaply and are expected to be disposed without large financial
with the capability of performing small tasks autonomously. In
repercussions. Paperbots would be sold to emergency services
2012, a group of researchers published a paper on capacitive
and incorporated in first aid kits. Undoubtedly, the emergence
touch sensors made of paper and their potential uses [1]. Paper
of soft robotics, specifically paper, presents a means to more
based capacitive touch sensors are made from aluminum, the
effective responses in disasters.
same metal commonly used in packaging material, beverage
wrappers, and book covers. The sensors function by measuring
II. P ROCEDURE
a change in capacitance similar to the touch screens on many
modern devices. These sensors would allow paper robots to A. How Paper Based Touch Sensors Work
interact with both people and their environment.Moreover, the
Capacitive touch sensors detect a change in capacitance
ability of paper to fold allows it to be adaptable, as it is able and can be used to trigger a subsequent action through the
to take on a variety of shapes. As a result of this property use of a micro-controller such as an Arduino Uno. One end
and its low cost, paper presents a unique opportunity to create of the capacitive sensor is connected to the ground pin of
robots that are both cost effective and versatile.
the Arduino while the other side is connected to two digital
An important consideration when looking at the field of pins via a resistor. The resulting circuit is a RC (resistor
paperbots is the utilization of origami in structural compo- capacitor) an example of this circuit can be seen in Figure:
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1. The Arduino measures the time constant τ The equation
representing this constant is τ = RC where R and C represent
resistance and capacitance. The Arduino is not able to measure
the capacitance value by itself, therefore τ is measured. A
one MΩ resistor is used to amplify any changes in the time
constant, making readings easier. When the sensor is touched
the capacitor’s C value increases which raises τ .

varied, resulting in differences in the paper’s water absorption
capacity. Based upon these observations, the most effective
material for a search-and-rescue robot was determined to be
card stock. Card stock is a balance between thickness and
rigidity. Although card stock is very rigid, it is thin enough
to be creased comfortably, allowing shapes to be maintained.
Another viable option to counter the weakness of paper against
liquids is to utilize coated paper or to apply a coating to
the material used. The coating is a nonpolar liquid which
does not allow water to be absorbed. Although seemingly
beneficial, coated paper is harder to fold. Applying a coat
of nonpolar liquid also softens the creases, weakening the
structural components of the robot. Thus, a thicker paper,
which is still foldable, was the most efficient option for the
paperbot.
Another important limitation that paper has is its ability to
withstand forces. When a force is applied, the fibers in the
paper tear which weakens the paper. One way in which this
effect can be minimized is by folding paper in an interlocking
manner that prevents the paper from becoming deformed. By
adding an adhesive between the folds, the paper becomes
less prone to the forces as friction and the adhesive holds
it together. By distributing the forces over as much area as
possible, these effects can be mitigated. An example of force
distribution is to create several points of contact with the force
rather than one. Paper is able to fold into a lattice with many
subsections that distribute the force, reducing any deformation.

Fig. 1. RC Circuit

Additionally, the capacitor created by the sensor is extremely weak due to the nature of metallic paper. The metallic
paper is composed of a thin sheet of aluminum placed on a thin
sheet of paper. Originally, the metallic paper was meant to act
as a switch, in which the Arduino would measure the voltage
produced when the switch was activated. However, given the
capacitance value of the paper, the readings were not accurate
resulting in various errors. As a result, the capacitive value of
the paper was utilized. The capacitive sensors read the time
constant rather than the voltage. This is more accurate as the
changes in the time constant are much more noticeable than
those in voltage.

C. Experimental Materials
Throughout the experimental process, various materials
were tested to increase the efficiency of the paperbot. For
instance, during the experimental period, stepper motors were
tested and compared with DC motors. Stepper motors drive in
steps, allowing them to be easily controlled and accurately
manipulated to suit the user’s purpose. When tested, the
stepper motors were relatively fast, however when attached
to the wheels, the motors did not have enough torque to move
the vehicle. Undoubtedly, the stepper motors needed to be
replaced with greater torque. Initially, DC motors were used,
yet the same problem arose. An alternative was finally found in
geared DC motors, which had the torque to move the vehicle at
a comparatively fast pace. Although there are stepper motors
with this capability, the geared DC motors provide greater
control and stability. Thus, in the final product, the plastic
geared motors were used for smooth function.

B. Limitations of Paper
Although paper has various advantages such as versatility
and cost, it has a number of limitations as well. The structural
integrity of folded paper decreases as it is bent repeatedly.
The fraying at the creases results in an overall decline in
the model’s functionality. This limitation would become an
issue if the robots were designed to be long lasting. However,
the search-and-rescue paperbots are designed to be used once.
While the electronic components are recycled, the paper components, which are prone to damage, are replaced. Thus, fixing
the paperbot after it has withstood substantial damage will not
be expensive when compared to the cost of fully replacing all
components.
Additionally, a second limitation of paper occurs when
in the presence of water. Fluids have the ability to break
down the bonds between the cellulose fibers that comprise
paper. Still, certain characteristics of paper can be manipulated
in order to either increase or decrease the aggregate water
consumption. For instance, both thickness and rigidity can be

D. Design Process
1) Functional and Nonfunctional Models: The first design
researched was an origami fold consisting of horizontal and
vertical creases. Miura-ori folds, a type of Japanese folding
technique, were determined to be the best option due to
their substantial collapsibility as well as their rigidity. After
experimenting with the Miura-ori folds, it was determined that
two models had to be made because of the size of the motors
and micro-controllers. One of these models was created as
a proof of concept for the functional aspects of the robot,
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the other a fully collapsible model that resembles the idea
comprehensibly.
2) Wheels: The wheels were another essential aspect of
the design process. The wheel design was inspired by airless
tires used in certain construction trucks. These tires are able to
support a major load and traverse over obstacles that are less
than the spoke length of the wheel. The design that was chosen
took into account the limitations of the materials being used to
craft the wheels. Small intricate parts would not have been as
effective because the Dreamer FlashForge 3D printer used to
print the molds for the wheels had a tolerance that altered the
printed dimensions, leading to warped and inaccurate molds.
In the final functional model, two large and two small
wheels were designed and used. Although the sizes of the
wheels are different, the ratios are the same as they are scaled
models of each other. The large wheels are located in the
middle of the robot as seen in Figure 2. The two smaller
wheels are positioned inside the robot in the rectangular
holes shown in Figure 2. The smaller wheels were designed
primarily to keep the robot balanced; they rest slightly above
the ground so that they do not interfere with turning.

Fig. 3. Front Sensors

motors were used. Though rotating DC motors continuously is
simple, achieving the speed and direction control necessary for
locomotion is more complex. When a DC voltage is applied
across the terminals of a DC motor, it can only rotate in
one direction at a fixed speed. Increasing and decreasing the
current and switching its direction will change the speed and
direction of rotation respectively. An H-bridge, was used to
manipulate the current to a DC motor and is able to switch
its direction based on digital signals from a device such as an
Arduino micro controller. The functional model uses a L298P
H-bridge within the SparkFun Ardumoto motor controller.
This shield expansion fits directly into the header pins of
the Arduino reading the pin outputs and adding functionality
without the need for any extra wires. This method conserves
space, which is scarce within the chassis of the model. The
Arduino controls the speed of each motor individually through
four pin outputs, two for each motor. The first motor is
controlled through pins 3 and 12 and the second is controlled
by pins 11 and 13. Pins 3 and 11 control the speed of each
respective motor through a PWM (Pulse with Modulation)
signal to each pin. Pins 12 and 13 control the direction of
each motor through digital signals.
Initially, the capacitive sensors were tested using a breadboard and jumper wires which allowed the circuit design to
be quickly adjusted and improved upon. Each capacitive touch
sensor is wired as shown in Figure: 4

Fig. 2. Aerial View of Robot

E. Sensors
The sensors had to be placed far enough away from the
chassis so that they would be able to detect walls before the
robot collided with the walls. Simultaneously they had to be
close enough to use the chassis as a support without bending.
Wheel placement also prevented sensors from being attached
to the sides of the robot as the wiring would have interfered
with the wheels. As seen in Figure 3, one sensor was attached
at a forty-five degree angle on each corner of the chassis,
while two sensors were attached at the middles of both the
front and rear ends of the vehicle. This allowed the robot to
sense obstacles while traveling either forwards or backwards
without limitation.

G. Robot Behavior
The functional model will navigate using only the paperbased capacitive touch sensors. The behavior of the model
is relatively basic but allows it to move into disaster areas
and function autonomously navigating around walls, rubble,
and other static obstacles. The robot moves forward until it
detects a wall with one of its three front-mounted capacitive
sensors. Each sensor triggers a different maneuver from the
robot. If the front left sensor is pressed, the robot will stop,
reverse for 2 seconds, turn right by 45 degrees, and continue
forward. The front right sensor triggers a similar behavior but
turns left rather than right. These behaviors are intended to
allow the robot to handle collisions with corners where only

F. Electronics and Coding
For locomotion, the functional model employs two drive
motors that are independently controlled by an Arduino micro
controller. To provide locomotion in the functional model, DC
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readings. By attaching a nine volt battery permanently to the
robot, the results were guaranteed to be more consistent. A
final error with the electronics was that the electric paint for
the capacitive sensors peeled with one layer of paint which
meant multiple coatings were necessary to fully attach the
wires to the capacitive sensors. Overall, the errors allowed for
improvements to the structure and circuitry of the robot.
III. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A. Construction
The construction process began with the development of
multiple prototypes. Materials including printer paper, origami
paper, cardboard, and card stock were initially used for the
chassis. Ultimately, the final functional prototype was a rigid
card stock chassis with foldable sections. To prevent extreme
torsion on the structure, triangular prism support beams were
added to the diagonals of the box, shown in Figure 2. Both of
the large prism support structures had smaller prism structures
located at their midpoint for increased support. The smaller
prism structures were bonded using Polyvinyl Acetate, an
adhesive used in common craft projects. In order to bear the
weight of both the motors and the wheels, the left and right
walls of the vehicle were reinforced with six layers of card
stock. Additionally, springs were added to support the paperbased capacitive touch sensors at the aforementioned locations.
Once the chassis was finalized, the motors were mounted.
However, when rotation was attempted, the vehicle experienced evident instability. In response, two smaller wheels were
added to the center of the vehicle. The wheel supports were
created through the use of five-sided rectangular prisms which
were attached to the bottom of the robot. The prisms formed
an array with four sets of five triangular prisms alternating in
orientation. These arrays were adhered to the bottom of the
robot using PVA and a hole was run through them to support
the wheels.
Another essential component of construction were the
wheels. The wheels were created by casting different types of
rubber, specifically Moldstar 20T, Moldstar 30, and SORTAClear 37, in a three-dimensional mold. The mold was generated using AutoCAD and printed with a Dreamer FlashForge
3D printer using Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic. This plastic does not adhere to silicon well which made
it easier to remove the silicon from the mold. The mold was
also sprayed with Ease Mold Release 200 to prevent the silicon
from binding with the mold. Using the printed mold different
combinations of rubber were cast.
1) Motor Attachment: The motors were attached to the
robot through the use of screws going through the motor
supports. A hole was cut to allow the axle to turn. The motors
were then attached to the wheel through the use of a 3D
printed axle and connector combination that can be seen in
Figure 5. The connectors were designed using Fusion 360
so that the three dimensional model could be visualized. The
axle attachments are 1.2 inches in height and 2.85 inches in
diameter which is the size of the DC motor. The axle that
goes through the wheel is a circle of .25 inches which then

Fig. 4. Sensor Circuit

part of the chassis collides with the wall. When the robot hits a
wall while driving forward the front sensor is activated which
causes the robot to move backwards and make a 90 degree
turn to the right. While reversing, the robot uses its three rear
sensors for the same purpose as the front ones. The program
for this behavior can be seen in appendix A.
H. Resolving Errors
Various complications arose at each step of the construction
process. The first problem was introduced in concern to the
size of the chassis. When prototypes were made, an Arduino
Uno was used for measurements. However, after the final
design was decided upon, it was determined that an Arduino
Mega had to be used due to the digital ports needed to
process the robots movement. The difference in size of the
two Arduino microprocessors was approximately one inch,
meaning that the chassis needed to be larger than originally
predicted. This error was resolved by cutting the card stock
rather than folding it. Folding the paper into a box reduced the
amount of paper that was available for use. Cutting allowed
for the full size of the card stock to be utilized. Another error
emerged in regards to wheel number and placement. In the
original design four large wheels were thought to be necessary
for stabilization. However, only two large wheels were able to
fit in the chassis without interfering with the sensor placement.
Thus, two smaller wheels were added to the bottom to resolve
the issue of an unbalanced robot. The two smaller wheels
added support while allowing the robot to retain its turning
capabilities.
There were also several issues with the electronic components of the robot that had to be resolved. The first issue was
the capacitive sensors not being detected by the Arduino when
triggered. It was later realized that the resistors being used
were too low to produce meaningful readings in the Arduino.
Initially, ten-thousand Ω resistors were being used which were
not nearly as powerful as needed. When a MΩ resistor was
used, the readings were read by the Arduino and an accurate
threshold was able to be set. Moreover, when running the
Arduino in the beginning, only the USB power supply was
used. This led to inconsistencies in power output and sensor
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Fig. 7. Wheels in Comparison to Quarter
TABLE I
H ARDNESS AND F LEXIBILITY OF RUBBER
Type of Rubber
Shore Hardness
Elongation at Break

Mold Star 30
30A
339%

Mold Star 20T
20A
470%

SORTA-Clear 37
37A
400%

hardness of 40A.
The elongation at break value gives insight into how much
a material will have stretched before breaking. It is derived
by stretching a material until it breaks and recording the
final length achieved. The elongation at break value describes
the final length as a percentage of the original length using
the percent change formula. This is an important factor to
consider because it is inversely proportional to the rigidity of
the material and directly proportional to the flexibility of the
material. This number was primarily used to determine which
rubber should be used in the middle of the wheel.
The rubbers were mixed prior to being cast in the mold.
They were then poured into the mold and separated by a sheet
of paper which was removed at the end of the casting process.
For the search-and-rescue robot, the ideal wheels need a rigid
outer tire and flexible interior to allow the robot to roll over
smaller pieces of rubble. The Mold Star 20T is more flexible
than the Mold Star 30, leading it to be used for the interior
spokes. The Mold Star 30 was chosen for the exterior due to
its relatively high shore hardness level. The SORTA-Clear 37
should have ideally been the better exterior material, however
the Mold Star 20T did not bond well with this rubber, leading
to defects in the wheels structure. Thus, the combination of
Mold Star 20T and 30 were determined to be the best with
respect to rigidity, flexibility, and bonding.

Fig. 5. Motor Attachment

extends into a square which is inscribed inside the .25 inch
circle. A cap is then attached to the square which compresses
the wheel and secures it in place. The connector was printed
in PLA (Polyactic Acid) plastic which has a higher tensile
strength than ABS. The connectors were also printed with a 15
percent fill to avoid loss of material and to prevent unnecessary
weight from being added to the robot.

B. Paper Analysis
To determine the efficiency of different kinds of paper,
several experiments were conducted regarding both compressibility and rigidity. The data derived from the two tests can be
analyzed in Figures 8 and 10. To obtain accurate results strips
of similar length paper were cut and then weaved together to
create a spring; this procedure was replicated for all three types
of paper. Then, utilizing a millimeter caliper, the completely
folded model was measured and compared against the fully
elongated model. The percent change formula was used

Fig. 6. Wheel Mold

Shore hardness is a measure of a material’s ability to keep
its shape. The shore hardness of the rubbers in Table 1 are
measured on the Shore A hardness scale and lie in a range
between rubber bands and pencil erasers. A rubber band has
a Shore hardness of 20A while a pencil eraser has a Shore

M1 + M2
M1
(where M1 and M2 represent the measurements of the folded
and unfolded paper respectively) to determine which type of
PC =
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paper could elongate the most in relation to itself. Figure 8
measures the percent compressibility of origami paper, card
stock paper, and regular printer paper. The results of this
analysis indicate that printer paper is able to compress the
most.

maintain creases and properties of folding which allowed the
foldable model to compress as much as possible.

Fig. 10. Weight Analysis

C. Folding Analysis
Fig. 8. Percent Compression

1) Springs: Paper springs were an important aspect of the
robot that had to be incorporated as a result of the utilization of
paper-based capacitive touch sensors, as can be seen in Figure
11. The two options for the spring mechanisms were origami
nuts or overlapping spring folds. The benefits of the origami
nuts are that they are more durable and able to fold several
times without deterioration. On the contrary, benefits of the
overlapping spring folds are that they are smaller and their
structure is more rigid. The smaller overlapping spring folds
were determined to be the most useful as the nuts could not be
minimized enough without destroying the structural integrity.

Another factor of paper that was tested was its ability to
support weight. The data can be seen in Figure 10. Once again
the percent change formula was used (with weight rather than
length) to calculate how much load the different papers could
handle respective to their own weight. This experiment was
conducted by measuring the mass of the paper on a gram
scale, recording it, and then adding incremental amounts of
mass to the top of the folded model until it collapsed. This
process can be seen in Figure 9 when testing the card stock.
According to this test, card stock was experimentally recorded
to be the strongest.

Fig. 11. Overlapping Spring Folds

D. Run Results
To test the functionality of the robot a course was constructed using couches and chairs to imitate a disaster area.
The paper was able to successfully reach its destination in a
timely manner. In this course the robot was able to avoid all
the obstacles successfully. The sensors were able to run into
all the obstacles before the chassis. Based on the run test,
the motor speeds were lowered and the turning radius was
increased so that the robot would be able to avoid larger sized
objects and the robot would not collide with the obstacles at
high speeds.

Fig. 9. Compression Test

By consulting the data acquired from the tests it was
determined that it would be best to construct the functional
model mostly from card stock. This was because of the
stark difference in load bearing capabilities which allowed
for the motors and Arduino to sit comfortably on the chassis.
Meanwhile, origami paper was chosen for the foldable model
because it had the best combination of both strength and
compressibility. Additionally, origami paper is designed to

E. Model Constraints
Several tests were conducted to determine the ideal robot
dimensions, the first of determined the design of the robot The
size measurements were dictated by the size of the Arduino
micro-controller and were determined to be ideal at a width
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of four and five-eighth inches, a length of seven and a quarter
inches and a height of one and five-eighth inches. These
measurements allowed for the axis fold of the wheels to be
one inch. The quadrilateral shape was eventually decided on as
it produced the least torsion while providing a stable surface
area. Furthermore, the size of the wheels determined the height
of the robot as the axle had to be above the foldable axis of
the chassis.

use of Nitinol. Another possibility that can be considered
for a future model is an accordion fold which only consists
of mountain and valley folds. The accordion fold, however,
requires actuation at every fold and is not able to compress
both horizontally and vertically, causing it to be less efficient
than the Miura Ori.

F. Future Improvements
Given the eventual purpose for the paperbot, many improvements can be made to increase viability in the future. To begin,
the weight and size of the vehicle can both be minimized.
Currently, due to the microcontroller being used, the vehicle
needs to have a large chassis, in turn leading to bulkier wheels
and slower movement. Technological advancements in recent
years indicate that it is probable that electrical circuts printed
on paper will become widespread. With paper-based circut
boards, incompressible components such as microcontrollers
and motor controllers can be replaced with integrated circuts
mounted directly to the paper chassis. This would lower the
cost of future paperbots, decrease their size, and increase
their overall compressibility. The motors occupy a significant
portion of the internal volume of the chassis and are rigid,
limiting the compressibility of the paperbot. Innovations in
motor technology that reduce motor size would significantly
benefit the paperbot by allowing the chassis to fold into
smaller shapes. The rubber used for the tires was rigid and
could not be folded. In the future, if paper was used for
the wheels, the wheels could be folded, decreasing size,
and consequently decreasing weight as well. This would not
only utilize the properties of paper to the fullest extent, but
would also aid the product in becoming widespread and costefficient. Research into nitinol, a nickel-titanium alloy with
shape retaining properties, can also be done in order to find a
viable option for shape maintenance. Primarily nitinol can be
considered for the chassis of the vehicle. Nitinol samples have
a memory characteristic; they can be pre-heated in a certain
shape, and will return to that shape whenever an electric
current is passed through the material[4]. If the paperbot was
disfigured, an electrical current could pass through the nitinol,
reverting the vehicle to its initial shape. This would lengthen
the lifespan for each robot, increasing the cost effectiveness.
Finally, the utilization of the Miura Ori technique could lead to
efficient collapsibility in the future. The crease patterns of the
Miura fold form a tessellation of the surface through the use of
parallelograms, as can be seen in Figure 12. In the horizontal
direction, the creases lie along straight lines. In the vertical
direction, the creases zigzag. The alternating diagonal paths
of creases consists solely of mountain folds or valley folds,
with mountains alternating with valleys from one diagonal
path to the next. This allows for the fold to be compressible
in two directions. With this property, the Miura Ori fold is
able to compress or expand by only actuating two corners.
This property was determined to be extremely beneficial for
future models where the robot can be unfolded through the

Fig. 12. Miura-ori Fold

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The development of search-and-rescue robots made from a
paper material introduces a cost-effective and efficient way
of providing aid during times of disastrous circumstances.
Specifically, research done in regards to the strength of paper
and rubber allowed for a functional robot to be created. The
low cost of paper allows the robots to be disposable and
replaceable, while the folding properties of paper allow the
robots to be collapsible and stored without occupying much
space. Although the paperbot is reasonably efficient at the
moment, future improvements specifically in size, weight,
and material can be made to effectively mass produce and
utilize these vehicles in the field. If utilized, this product
would be instrumental in more efficient search-and-rescue
missions, indirectly leading to decreased mortality rates in
such situations.
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